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Ólafur Stefánsson
On coaching styles and results at Magdeburg

„The players where afraid to take chances; a long pass
to a wide open player on a fastbreak did not happen
even if it was only minimally risky. It was better not to
stand out if something went wrong. The atmosphere was
inhibited and despite the fact that the team had many
world class players, none played up to their abilities at
Magdeburg and they had slumped since they arrived.“
May 29, 2001, Morgunblaðið

Ólafur Stefánsson currently plays for Rhein-Neckar Löwen, captains the
Icelandic National Handball Team and is a 4-time Iceland´s Sports Personality of the Year

Progress is being made
IMF final review in August 2011
GDP growth in 2011*
Fiscal consolidation progressing in right direction
Financial system restructured
ISK stability

* Forecast - CBI and others

Agreement on objectives?
Iceland: Correlation between purchasing power and GDP per person
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Desirable behavior
for GDP growth
... to work more than less...
... show initiative ...
... consume goods and services...
... save and invest, e.g., in housing ...
... take moderate risks ...
... starting a business and create something of value for others ...
... and new jobs...
... continue to report their income ...
.... and choose to live in Iceland.

... plan for the future ...
... stay out of the „underground“ economy ...
... continue buying goods and services...
... invest in capital equipment ...
... keep employing people ...
... hire for new jobs ...
... expand operations ...
... and choose Icleand as a tax jurisdiction.

... and the list goes on.

Begs the question...
... how well does the current system support behavior
(of households, business and investors)
required for economic recovery?
taxation
economic policy
regulation, supervision and control
political debate
media
general/public discussion
internet and blogs
etc.

A „sensible“ thing to do...

“…if you pit a good performer against a
bad system, the system will win almost
every time”
Geary Rummler & Alan Brache, 1995

... depends on individual (not system) perspective!

To simplify
More than 100 changes that entail new or higher taxes
4th highest tax to GDP ratio in OECD *
Capital gains tax doubled
Individual income tax increased and made more progressive, three salary brackets
New wealth tax (net equity) imposed
Employers payroll tax increased by more than half
Significant tax increases on LLCs and partnerships, restrictions on dividend payments

* Statistics from 2009, accounting for differences in social security contribution. 4-5th place tie with Norway.

Adverse trends ...
...and possible examples of sensible behavior?

Source: Statistics Iceland and calculations

Economic recession or reaction to policy?
... rections are always sensible

The budget bill for 2011 was introduced in October of 2010 and passed into law in December 2010
Inheritance tax was increased from 5% to 10%

December 2010: 321 advance payments of inheritance
Whole year 2010: 528 total advance payments
Whole year 2009: 275 total advance payments

Alignment is needed...
... between the interests of individuals and the economy

Too often, sensible behavior of people running households, businesses
or institutions does not align with what is good for the recovery of the
economy

There is a need for a systemic view and policy action that takes into
account how people actually behave - not only how we think they should
behave - and encourages work, initiative, investment and value creation.

Icelands future is bright, because there are
many world-class players on the team ...
...resources in abundance...

... competitive infrastructure...

...inventive and enterprising people...

...dynamic businesses

...and they will play up to standard given the right conditions!

